It is commonly known that the spatial profiles of the diffracted light beams during Bragg acousto-optic interaction are distorted due to the Bragg angle selection mechanism. All the conventional studies on this effect use the paraxial approximation. But this approximation should be amended when the incident angle of the light is large enough that the diffracted light waves do not propagate closely along the optic axis of the acousto-optic diffraction system. By using a spatial Fourier transform approach, we rigorously study the light beam profile deformation effect of the diffracted light during the Bragg acousto-optic interaction beyond the paraxial approximation. Starting from the wave equation, a set of coupled-wave equations is derived to depict the acousto-optic effect. Analytic solutions that describe the profiles of the diffracted light are derived from the acousto-optic coupled-wave equations. From the solutions, differences can be found between the ones with and without paraxial approximation.
Introduction
The acousto-optic ͑AO͒ effect has received much attention in the past due to its wide applications in optical signal processing. [1] [2] [3] [4] It is well known that for a Gaussian light beam, after diffraction by an ultrasonic wave in an acoustooptic medium, certain deformations can be found for the beam profiles in the diffracted light. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The reason for this beam deformation is due to the angle selection mechanism during the Bragg diffraction. All the developed principles and theories on this subject use the paraxial approximation, 12 viz., the paths of the diffracted light waves propagate closely along the optic axis of the acousto-optic system. Of course, in the Bragg acousto-optic interaction system, it is hard to define the so-called optic axis of the system because two diffracted light beams propagate along two different directions ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Traditionally, for the interaction configuration as shown in Fig.  1 , researchers usually consider the z-axis the optic axis of the system. 13 But, this assumption is no longer valid when the diffraction angle is large, or the sound frequency is high; then the diffracted light no longer propagates closely along the optic axis. In this paper, using a spatial Fourier transform approach, 7 we describe a rigorous study of the effect of the laser beam profile deformation during Bragg acousto-optic interaction without the paraxial approximation.
14 Starting from the wave equation, a set of general analytic results is derived describing the spatial profiles of the diffracted light. From the solutions, we observe that for high sound frequency and intensity operation a certain degree of difference of the spatial profiles of the diffracted light exists between the profiles obtained with and without the paraxial approximation.
This paper is organized in the following manner: In Sec. 2, we use a set of two-dimensional general coupled-wave equations that contain the effect of propagation diffraction to describe the Bragg AO interaction. No paraxial approximation has ever been made to these coupled equations. In Sec. 3, by applying a spatial Fourier transform to the coupled equations, we can express the interaction in the transverse spatial frequency domain. Analytical solutions are hence derived that contain the effects of propagation diffraction, beam profile deformation, and energy coupling during the AO interaction. Computer simulations of the results are also provided. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Sec. 4.
General Formalism
The interaction between light wave E(r,t) and the acoustic wave can be properly described by Maxwell's equations. Assuming the interaction takes place in an inhomogeneous and nonmagnetic medium characterized by permeability 0 and permittivity ⑀Ј(r,t)ϭ⑀ 0 ϩ⌬⑀(r,t), the scalar wave equation can be written as
.
͑1͒
The perturbation of the permittivity is caused by the acoustic wave propagating in the material and is expressed as
where n is the index of refraction of the medium, p represents the strain optic coefficients, and S is the normal strain caused by the acoustic wave. Considering a twodimensional interaction configuration depicted in Fig. 1 and with the time harmonic representation, the incident light that propagates along the direction of the optic axis of the material and sound fields can be written as
where 0 and ⍀ are the angular frequencies of the incident light and sound, k 0 and K are their corresponding propagation constants, and inc and A are the complex envelopes of the incident optical and sound fields. Due to the AO effect, for the scattered light, we look for a solution of the total optical fields of the form
with the choice for m ,
Substituting Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ into Eq. ͑1͒, we obtain, after some algebra,
where CϭϪ 1 2 n 3 p is the AO proportionality constant. Two coupled-wave equations depicting the evolution of the complex envelopes of the two diffracted light waves during the Bragg AO interaction can then be derived and written as
where 0 and Ϫ1 are the complex envelopes of the zero and minus-one orders of diffracted light, while 0 and Ϫ1 are the corresponding scattered angles. The physical meaning of the terms in Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ is interpreted as follows:
The first terms ‫ץ‬ 2 0,Ϫ1 /‫ץ‬x 2 represent the effect of the propagation diffraction and usually are neglected when the interaction length is short. 15 The second terms ‫ץ‬ 2 0,Ϫ1 /‫ץ‬z 2 in the above equations are usually omitted under the paraxial approximation. The third terms are merely the effect of the diffracted light traveling in a direction different from the z direction. The last two terms in Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ state that a mutual coupling occurs between the zero and minus-one order light during the Bragg AO interaction. The exponent terms with arguments exp͓Ϫjk 0 (cos Ϫ1 Ϫcos 0 )z and exp͓Ϫjk 0 (cos 0 Ϫcos Ϫ1 )z account for the lack of phase synchronism in the coupling process.
To show how the beam profiles of the diffracted light are deformed during the Bragg AO interaction without the paraxial approximation, the study should start from the coupled equations Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ with no terms being negligible.
Analytic Solutions
In this section, to show how the beam profiles are changed during the interaction, we use a spatial Fourier transform approach to derive the transfer functions 16 relating the output spatial spectra of the diffracted light to the input light spectrum of an arbitrary spatial profile. The spatial Fourier transformation pair are defined as: 
where ⌿ 0,Ϫ1 are the spatial Fourier transforms of 0,Ϫ1 , defined through Eq. ͑3͒. With proper initial condition,
͑14͒
the coupled equations ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ can be solved analytically. With the introduction of the concept of the transfer functions that relate the input to the output angular spectra, the solutions can be written as
and
The transfer functions H 0 (k x ;z) and H Ϫ1 (k x ;z) are the interaction transfer functions of the zero and minus-one order light expressible as: 
L is the interaction length.
To check the validity of our results and compare the difference of the results with and without the paraxial approximations, computer simulations of the scattered light beam profiles as functions of the peak phase delay are presented. The simulations are carried out under the conditions, for the sound part, that Lϭ5 cm, the sound frequency is 400 MHz, the sound wavelength is equal to 1.54 m, and the corresponding Q is equal 13 to 1884. For the incident light part, the profile of the incident light is assumed to be Gaussian, viz., 17 ⌿(k x ;0)ϭͱ exp(Ϫk x 2 2 /4), where denotes the initial waist size of the incident light and is assumed to be equal to 3 mm. The wavelength of the incident light 0 equals 0.632 m. Also the light incident angle is assumed to be the Bragg angle B Ϸ0.2 rad. The AO medium selected as the candidate for the simulation is tellurium dioxide TeO 2 of which nϭ2.35 and pϭ0.09. In Figs. 2 and 3 , with the stated conditions, we show the threedimensional plots of the profiles of the zero and minus-one order light as functions of the peak phase delay ␣ and the normalized transverse coordinate x/. From the figures, we find that the original Gaussian light profile is severely dis- Figs. 6 and 7 , we present the corresponding cross-section profiles of the zero and minus-one order light for ␣ϭ15, or the sound intensity equals 0.03 W. In Fig. 8 , we show the normalized power difference of the zero and minus-one order light between the ones with and without using the paraxial approximation as a function of ␣. From  Fig. 8 , we conclude that the paraxial approximation is still a valid approach for analyzing the AO effect when the sound intensity is weak or the peak phase delay ␣ is less than 10. Beyond this range, the paraxial approximation is no longer valid.
Conclusion
Traditional paraxial approximation is proved to be valid both experimentally and theoretically for low sound frequency or small Bragg angle acousto-optic interaction in an isotropic crystal. The use of a shear or longitudinal wave to diffract light in an anisotropic crystal, T e O 2 , for example, with a high figure of merit is popular. These anisotropic crystals with very low acoustic shear sound velocity can be operated at very large Bragg angles with frequencies ranging from 50 to 500 MHz. For this large Bragg angle operation, the nonparaxial approximation is no longer valid. In this paper, we use a spatial Fourier transform approach to study the light beam profile deformation effect of the diffracted light during the Bragg acousto-optic interaction without the paraxial approximation. From the numerical simulations, we observe a difference between the results obtained with and without using the paraxial approximation.
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Fig. 8
The diffracted light power difference normalized by the incident light power is compared for profiles with and without using the paraxial approximation for the sound frequency 400 MHz.
